EXPERIENCE NEW
DIMENSIONS

VISIONARY IDEAS NEED POWERFUL SOLUTIONS:

DARI® BY GOLDSCHMIDT.

With the diverse elements of our global digitalisation initiative Dari® – Data
acquisition for rail infrastructure – railway infrastructure operators can manage
their tracks in a smarter, more effective and sustainable way. Based on a
thorough understanding of track construction and maintenance processes,
Goldschmidt’s digital tools, measurement systems, software solutions,
cloud databases, services and interfaces are designed to provide optimal
support for the relevant technical applications.
Experience new dimensions in track operations. With Dari® by Goldschmidt.

THE DIGITAL FUTURE –
DATA OPTIMIZING
OPERATIONAL PROCESSES

Since the invention of the Thermit® welding process and continuously welded
track, Goldschmidt has driven the development of railbound traffic. Today, this
means that track related data is collected, stored, processed and analysed to
continuously improve the operation of railways. With its digitalization initiative
Dari®, Goldschmidt is pushing for the digital future of track.

A DIGITAL PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Goldschmidt was the first company to provide digital tools and software solutions to
support the execution of the Thermit® welding process, thereby setting new standards
in process quality and transparency. Its track inspection tools and systems portfolio is
the broadest in the industry not only in terms of technical functionality. Our capability
extends from simple manual rail geometry measurement to fully automated high speed
rail flaw detection. For the best measurement results, Goldschmidt uses a wide variety
of technologies including video inspection, laser-based detection as well as ultrasonic
or eddy current measurement systems. These technologies are made available in
handheld devices, as trolleys, or as complex onboard systems in trains.

CONNECTED AS NEEDED
Data collected from digital tools or measurement systems only realises its optimisation
potential when analysed and used to improve track quality or track operation. For this,
Goldschmidt has developed a variety of tailored software solutions. These include easy
to use mobile apps that allow collected data to be quickly visualised and checked
against requirements, but also expert systems for big data analysis of captured video
using machine learning algorithms. In addition, there are cloud databases for special
applications and of course, data collected by Goldschmidt tools or measurement
systems can be made available through interfaces for any kind of customer specific
IT solution.

FUTURE-PROOF DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES

Dari® comprises many different applications, but they all have one thing in common – they
work with digital data that can be used to optimise the construction, maintenance and
operation of railway tracks. A few examples of varying complexity are presented below.

DETERMINATION OF THE GEOMETRY OF TRACKS AND SWITCHES
The Trackgauge Digital is a compact measuring device to determine the geometric data of
tracks and switches. The results of the manually performed measurements are available directly
during the measurement via the associated app on a mobile device. More complex measurement
protocols as well as a qualitative assessment of the switch condition can also be easily created
with the app. Furthermore, the results can also be visualised and evaluated in a Dari® cloud
solution or desktop software.

THE DIGITAL THERMIT® WELDING
For the error-free execution of Thermit® welds, Goldschmidt has developed the Smartweld App
some time ago. The app guides in detail through the Goldschmidt welding processes that have
been proven for years. For more experienced welding crews, the app has been significantly
simplified based on the experience gained. With the new Q-Weld App, documentation of an
executed Thermit® weld focusing on a few essential parameters is now possible with minimal
effort. The upload to a Dari® cloud database allows easy access to the recorded data as well as
its evaluation and visualisation. Thus, the quality can be documented and evaluated. The recorded
data is also used, for example, to determine the progress of welding jobs to be completed.

INSPECTION OF SLEEPERS AND RAIL FASTENINGS
Sleepers and rail fastenings are important elements for the bearing and fixing of tracks and
have to be checked regularly. Traditionally, this is done by means of visual inspection by track
runners who inspect individual track sections by foot. Automated inspection is much more
efficient and considerably faster. Therefore, Goldschmidt has developed video inspection
systems that are mounted on inspection trains and film the sleepers passed over while the train
is in motion. These videos are then analysed by pattern recognition algorithms that reliably
detect damage to sleepers or rail fastenings. Thanks to the use of artificial intelligence, the
reliability of this Dari® analysis software is continuously increasing.

DETECTION OF RAIL DEFECTS
Defects on the surface of rails, such as squats or head checks, but also defects deeper in the
rails can impair safety, but above all the durability of tracks and ride comfort. Early detection
and rapid elimination of rail defects are therefore in the interest of all infrastructure operators.
Established technologies for this are eddy current and ultrasonic measuring systems, which
Goldschmidt has been using successfully for years. For the inspection of long track sections
train-based systems are used, which are characterised not only by complex sensor technology
but also by sophisticated mechatronic systems for sensor positioning. With the large amount of
data that accumulates, the Dari® big data analysis tools are necessary for efficient evaluation.
For smaller track sections, the technology is also available on trolleys in an adapted form.
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SMART RAIL SOLUTIONS
Together with you, Goldschmidt masters the challenges of modern, railbound
mobility – for safe, sustainable and long-lasting railways of premium quality.
As with Thermit®, Goldschmidt is also a pioneer in maintenance, inspection and
digitalization and continues to improve processes and extend the lifecycle of
railway infrastructure. Goldschmidt benefits from its global expertise and crossdisciplinary thinking to create tailor-made local solutions for you. The global
presence of Goldschmidt gives you access to its whole portfolio – with one goal:
to lead your railway infrastructure into the future.

www.goldschmidt.com

